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E10-1: Accessing spatial data sets in R

E10-1: Accessing spatial data sets in R
Reading and accessing vector data sets
If you want to read a shape file (i.e. vector) into R, just use the readOGR() function from the sp
package:
vector ← readOGR(“<name of the shape file>”, “<name of the data layer>”)
The first argument is the path and name of the vector file. The layer name is almost always the file
name of the shape file except for the “shp” extension.
Once you have read it, you get a spatial data frame. Basically this is a data frame with some
additional geographical information merged to it. To access the individual attribute values (i.e. to
access rows, columns or individual cells), you can use exactly the same index value or column name
methods you already know from handling data frames. The only difference is that you do not directly
use them after the variable name but after an @data argument. For example, if you want to access
the third value (i.e. row) in the second column, of your data set, type:
vector@data[3,2]
In order to visualize the entire data set in a map-type figure, use the plot() function:
spplot(vector)
This will result in one map like figure for each attribute in the vector. If you only want to visualize one
attribute (i.e. column of the attribute table), use:
spplot(vector)[<column number>]

Reading and accessing raster data sets
If you want to read a GeoTiff (i.e. raster) into R, just use the raster() function from the raster package:
raster ← raster(<name of the GeoTiff file>)
Once you have read it, you get a data set of type raster. To access individual rows, you must use the
getValues() function according to
getValues(raster, <row number>)
which returns you all column value for the specified row. To access an individual grid cell, type
getValues(raster, <row number>)[<col number>]
In order to visualize the entire data set in a map-type figure, use the plot() function:
plot(raster)
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For any geographical data set, the projection information has to be supplied. If it is not part of the
data set itself and hence can not be read during data import, the spatial reference has to be assigned
to the R data object. Therefore, one needs a so called proj4 string which can be retrieved from the
Spatial Reference website (among many other formats).
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